-The loss on training, testing dataset and training steps for k in range of 3 and 5.
Software on Mac only
Parametric Bayesian priors and better choice of negative examples improve protein function prediction (Youngs et al. 2013) http://sifter.berkeley.edu/ SIFTER search: a web server for accurate phylogeny-based protein function prediction (Sahraeian, Luo, and Brenner 2015) http://microserf.biocomp. unibo.it/bar/ The bologna annotation resource: a non hierarchical method for the functional and structural annotation of protein sequences relying on a comparative large-scale genome analysis (Bartoli et al. 2009) http://gorbi.irb.hr/ Phyletic profiling with cliques of orthologs is enhanced by signatures of paralogy relationships (Skunca et al. 2013) http://d2p2.pro/search D(2)P(2): database of disordered protein predictions (Oates et al. 2012) http (Das et al. 2016) http://gofdr.tianlab.cn/ GoFDR: a sequence alignment based method for predicting protein functions (Gong, Ning, and Tian 2016) http://www.medcomp.me dicina.unipd.it/Argot2/ Argot2: a large scale function prediction tool relying on semantic similarity of weighted gene ontology terms (Falda et al. 2012) http://protein.bio.unipd.it/ inga INGA: protein function prediction combining interaction networks, domain assignments and sequence similarity (Piovesan et al. 2015) http://firedb.bioinfo.cnio. es FireDB: a compendium of biological and pharmacologically relevant ligands (Maietta et al. 2014) NA A combined approach for genome wide protein function annotation/prediction (Benso et al. 2013) NA A fast ranking algorithm for predicting gene functions in biomolecular networks. (Re M 2017) NA Bayesian Markov Random Field Analysis for Protein Function Prediction Based on Network Data (Kourmpetis et al. 2010) http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac. uk/~mwass/combfunc/h elp.html
CombFunc: predicting protein function using heterogeneous data sources (Wass, Barton, and Sternberg 2012) 
